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Consumer insight - in whatever 
shape or fo rm - works towards 
a single overarching goal: to 
find the t ru th about consumer 
needs and behaviours for a 

brand, product, or campaign; or indeed, to 
help that product, brand or campaign create a 
new truth. This is a complex and multivariate 
process that requires us to understand not 
only the consumers, and how they feel about 
and react to things, but also - perhaps more 
crucially - how they interact w i th and are 
influenced by the wor ld around them. These 
are fundamentally not simple questions, and 
they do not yield simple answers. 

Yet often in insight and marketing, 
we make use of conventional, singular 
methodologies that rely on consumers being 
able to answer these questions in simple 
terms. We aim to understand people and 
their cognitions - the way the brain works -
despite the fact that most of our behaviour 
and decision-making lies outside of conscious 
awareness and understanding. By using a 
nar row focus to 'find' t ruth, we discover just 
that - a nar row and conventional t ru th. 

T H E D A N G E R S O F 'FALSE POSIT IVES ' 

This manifests itself either as a fragment, or 
a 'false positive', where we fail to understand 
the bigger picture: the myriad factors that 
shape and influence consumers, and the 

wo r l d around them, to create a particular 
outcome or scenario. In o ther words, 
this represents a fundamental failure to 
interrogate those areas that lie outside of 
everyday consciousness. H o w can we expect 
people to truly understand how they wil l act 
in the future, when their frame of reference 
is solely comprised of their past behaviour? 
In approaching complex research questions in 
this l imited way, we end up asking consumers 
to answer questions they simply don' t know 
the answer to. Furthermore, we ask these 
questions in a context that does not take into 
account external factors - such as cultural 
codes and societal discourses - which are 
by definit ion fluid, and subject to change 
(or to be changed) in the future. To base 
crucial strategic business decisions on this 
information can be, quite simply, erroneous. 

The nar row focus that is so often the 
standard approach to acquiring consumer 
insight can only bring us so far: often, it 
results in incremental changes to existing 
collateral (be that a brand, a product, or 
a business model) that do not represent a 
significant or t rue disruption or innovation, 
and so reap only l imited commercial gain. 

Such half-truths lead to half-rewards. 

B L E N D I N G T E C H N I Q U E S T O F I N D 
T H E ' W H O L E ' T R U T H 

To get to the 'whole' t ru th and in terrupt 
the status quo, we need to make use of 
multiple and diverse methodologies that are 
as sophisticated and nuanced as the problems 
we need to solve. By blending techniques 
and interweaving qualitative and quantitative 
strands, we can go a step beyond to get 
to the wider and more unconventional 
t ruths that stimulate and inspire exciting 
new strategies, terr i tor ies and upgrades for 
businesses and brands. 

This is more important than ever before, 
as originality has become the acid test of 
strategy, as noted by Wi l l iam C. Taylor and 
Polly Labarre in Market Leader (Issue 38, 
Autumn 2007). They argue it is those who 
have departed f rom the 'business as usual' 
approach who have achieved the greatest 
financial prosperity, and are driving market 
leadership. It is this unconventional spirit 
that is defining the next era of business 
direction, focusing on ingenuity, creativity 
and experimentation. Research must help 
businesses achieve this by breaking our own 
industry conventions, focusing on the bigger 
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create new growth opportunit ies adjacent to 
the core Pfizer business. 

To meet these goals, we integrated t w o 
critical perspectives: the consumer and 
culture. This involved an integration of cultural 
analysis of women's and health contexts, as 
well as more conventional methods such 
as interviews and friendship groups wi th 
healthcare professionals and consumers. By 
merging these views, we had a much more 
complete and whole understanding of the 
subject - knowing what consumers thought 
and felt, but also how these ideas and feelings 
came to be at an unconscious level, and would 
be likely to change in the future. 

O u r research included the assimilation of 
insights: f r om analysis of beauty counters and 
clinics; fashion, spas and vitamins; medication 
and hospitals; the role of women; journal 
articles wi th in gender studies, etc., as wel l 
as conversations around the reality of how 
consumers live their day-to-day lives, what 
they think, how they feel and what they 
would like to change. It was through this 
contrast and intertwining of content and 
ideas that we were able to challenge the 
organisation to reappraise how it makes 
money in a way that is accessible and 
reassuring f rom a commercial assessment. 
O u r methodology is now globally used as the 
benchmark fo r identifying, researching, and 
assessing all major business opportuni t ies 
going forward. 

So where does this leave us? Across all of 
these examples, we have demonstrated how 
a pastiche of approaches can deliver much 
more than conventional methodologies, 
especially in a wo r l d where t ick-box 
consumer-focused research no longer hits 
the right notes or allows brands to jump ou t 
of their existing constraints. 

In the current business era, we must make 
use of, and be creative in how we undertake 
research, i f we want to create profound 
change to businesses and the bo t tom line, 
and, ultimately, enable brands to be original 
and destabilise the status quo. It is through 
this mix and match of various perspectives, 
tools, measurement and content, that we can 
establish 'whole' and ' t rue' t ruths in response 
to our clients' business challenges, providing 
a commercially accurate and culturally 
sensitive guide fo r growth. 

what it is, what it can do, and how it can be 
applied, that enables us to uncover a r icher 
and more tex tured t ru th (or collection of 
truths) that is more malleable, valuable and 
foreseeable. This is particularly important 
against current market condit ions and 
changing company ambitions, whose 
commercial success relies on g rowth that is 
both distinctive and scalable. 

To bring this to life, we have several 
case studies that help demonstrate how 
an investigative mix of micro and macro, 
measurements and codes, allows us to reveal 
mass market response, w i th the capacity to 
establish an enduring cultural presence. 

N A M I N G A N O K I A S M A R T P H O N E 

Nokia Consumer Intelligence needed to 
identify a new brand name for its flagship 
smartphone that was ready for launch, 
and fit its new brand positioning, as well as 
setting it apart f rom competitors. Rather 
than undertaking qualitative focus groups 
or face-to-face surveys, we used t w o 
disparate methods: semiotic analysis and 
online interviewing (never used before to 
our knowledge). Through marrying the t w o 
strands of analysis - developing a set of 
criteria and scores - we were able to produce 
a single graph and story that allowed Nokia 
to select the best name in terms of brand 
associations and leading indicators (fit w i th 
category trends and emerging discourses), 
which was balanced wi th the ability to sell 
phones, increase likely take-up and so on. 

Wh i le consumers can't predict future 
behaviour or articulate a future trend, and 
trends can't gauge the breadth of consumer 
sentiment, by bringing these t w o opposing 
elements together, we were able to give 
a much more accurate and commanding 
recommendation. In this way we reached 
an end result that captured the strength of 
consumer opinion as wel l as the depth of 
cultural meaning and ability, to move the 
Nok ia brand in the right direction. 

PFIZER RESEARCHES W O M E N ' S 
H E A L T H 

Similarly, we under took a study for Pfizer 
to help i t innovate wi th in 'women's health', 
a key area of g rowth identified by the 
business: to help make its existing products 
and brands more successful; to launch new 
pharmaceutical products and brands; and to 

picture (outside of the wo r l d of consumers) 
and actually reconstruct our own market 
boundaries, ensuring our methods are a 
sufficient match fo r the challenges our client 
companies are faced with. 

In o ther words, we need to provide the 
tools and solutions that businesses themselves 
need to shape their own offer and destiny to 
help them compete in 'uncontested waters' 
- otherwise known as Blue Ocean Strategy, by 
W. Chan Kim and Renée Mauborgne. 

Wh i le we appreciate that tradit ional 
research approaches provide understanding 
and can inform strategy, they tend to be fairly 
blunt tools fo r disruption and creating value 
in a blue ocean. They have been designed 
to w o r k wi thin known quantities and 
boundaries, helping us understand the here 
and now, and how to compete head-to-head. 

To cater to this need to deal w i th 
continuously moving spaces and a more 
complex w o r l d of consumption and decision-
making, we need to mash up and make use 
of multiple approaches that encompass much 
more than consumers and cognitive thought, 
to include cultural t ruths which provide more 
future-facing understanding, as it is culture 
that influences how and what consumers 
need or want in the f irst place. 

W h a t is a cultural truth? An investigation 
of the w o r l d around us, it focuses on 
objects and communications and can include 
everything around the codes or discourses of 
a pack, advertisement, book, event, category 
or household. It does not involve talking 
to consumers. This refocus and synthesis 
of methods provides more oppor tuni ty to 
challenge taken-for-granted assumptions and 
identify latent and emerging needs to build 
new truths fo r brands. In addition, it enables 
us to predict scale and potential market 
share, through combining such opposing 
knowledge sources and methods of capturing 
information. 

Essentially, it 
is this expansion 
of the not ion of 
market research, 
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Text Box
Fonte: Admap, Washington, v. 48, n. 4, p. 34-35, May 2013.




